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ABOUT US 
 

Corpus Juris is an open access, peer reviewed journal published by Adv. Sunil 

Chauhan, which aims at generating dialogue on matters of current interest. The 

journal does not restrict its authors by any specific theme, allowing 

professionals, academic researchers and law students to express views on 

matters of their interest. It is a humble attempt to reinstate the lost atmosphere 

of legal research and progress.  

 

The ideology of Corpus Juris emanates from the acumen and philanthropic 

vision of its founders who maintain that no original thought process should be 

invalidated in order to ensure a staunch inclusive learning process.  

 

Further, Corpus Juris places an increased impetus on honing skills of their 

authors and constantly strives to make the publication process as collaborative 

as possible.  

 

After our previous edition which garnered an outreach of national as well as 

international students and practicing professionals, Corpus Juris has seen an 

enormous growth, because of you, its readers and our contributors.  
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CONTROVERSY OF DEATH PENALTY 
- PRAGNYASA SWAIN* 

 

ABSTRACT 

 

This article mentions that crime causation is followed by enforcement of punishment and justice 

should not be compromised on any grounds. The existence of death penalty is mentioned with 

much transparency. It is assured that the pain of punishment is more than the pleasure of 

committing an offence. That is how the punishment is kept proportional to the offence 

committed and thus the purpose of enforcement is fulfilled not just in the terms of restoring 

justice and punishing the wrong doers but also restraining others to get indulged in certain kind 

of activities that will create chaos in the society. The entire motive of law-makers is to ensure a 

harmonious functioning of the society thus when the law is disobeyed, it is followed with 

penalties. This phenomenon here seems pretty rationale until we counter with crimes where 

rationality & proportionality all falls apart & it becomes difficult to ascertain that whether 

the offender should be given the right to live after committing such heinous crime or not, though 

we are always backed up by our morals & ethics but then again it isn’t actually fair to overlook 

the crimes that make us question about the entire civilization process and lose faith in 

mankind. thus, in cases as such, death penalty comes into play. Its existence doesn’t just adds 

up to draw a conclusion about the fate of the offender after commencement of such unavoidably 

bizarre crimes but also is a remedy to make both ends of justice meet and restoration  of faith 

of the society in the law making and justice. As we all know, justice though delayed should 

not be denied.  

 

Keywords: Death Penalty, Punishment, Justice, Crime, Capital Punishment, 

Society, Law. 

 

  

																																																								
* Student, 4th Year, B.A. LL.B., KIIT Law School. 
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CHALLENGES OF DEATH PENALTY 

 

Do we need a book of law that doesn’t provide justice? Dr. B.R. Ambedkar 

stated that our constitution provides us a way in which our country must 

function in order to progress in a harmonious way but maybe we forgot about 

him adding this later  that be, if our constitution’s existence will be misused then 

he himself will be the first one to burn it down. It has been 74 years since we 

got our independence and by now, we all pretty much know that justice should 

be at the top most platform. Unfortunately we still have the controversy of 

death penalty being unconstitutional even for crimes we can find no justification 

or remedy to! Basically, if we all have become enough rational beings then how 

come we are debating on abolishing the death penalty even for the rarest of rare 

cases? Why are we trying to hang the existence of justice around the noose of 

constitution?  

 

Crime causation followed by enforcement of punishment has an indirect impact 

on the society, it apparently is not just about punishing the wrong doer but 

restoring the faith of the people in justice. In scenarios like these when there 

comes a heinous crime into play which falls under the ambit of rarest of rare 

cases, what is the best that we can do? Having death penalty, a debatable topic, 

that be challenged on grounds of constitutionality, how are we supposed to 

react? Isn’t its existence just a mere relief? Wont its abolition just give a field 

trip to such drastic crime offenders? 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

Our judicial system’s fundamental bricks are laid down on the ideologies of 

achievement of justice and restoration of justice. This is followed by the various 

types of punishments categorized for various offenses laid down in the Indian 

Penal Code. 

 

These judicial sentencing includes few such following schemes- 
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1. Intermediate-sentencing- It is the process where the legislature provides a 

maximum and minimum term for a particular crime, later the judge evaluates 

the same and makes a discretionary decision about the duration of the term to 

be served by the convict. This is usually the most adopted method of conviction 

that is decided for an offender to undergo. 

 

2. Derminate sentencing- It includes a fixed period of confinement with 

possible reduction through parole. The essence of this kind of sentencing be 

that the legislature determines the term for a particular crime but sentencing 

discretion is snatched away from the judges. The judge only possesses the 

discretion of ascertaining whether the offender should be going to the prison 

or not but the decision regarding the duration of the term is taken away from 

the judge. 

 

3. Presumtive sentencing- It is also known as guideline-based sentencing. It 

is a kind of specific sentence which must be imposed in all mediocre cases. 

When presence of aggregating and mitigating factors are found, it accordingly 

increases or decreases the duration of the sentence within specific boundaries.  

 

4. Mandatory sentencing- It does not allow the judges to exercise their 

discretionary powers. It is basically the implementation of an incarcerating 

sentence of a definite length for certain crimes or be it certain classes of crime 

as decided by the statute where we find no option of probation, suspended 

sentence or immediate parole. It usually is evinced in offenses like Dacoity, 

Murder etc.  

 

5. Death penalty- Though taken by a huge criticism death penalty still prevails 

in our judicial system and capital punishment relevancy can be made with 

reference to ample number of cases that fall under the ambit of rarest of rare 

case. Its existence is also questioned on being unconstitutional of taking away a 

life that we are not ethically supposed to. 
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Law as told is blind & needs to be established substantially to make both ends 

of justice meet, is where we counter our instincts with intelligence and recover 

from a delirium to draw a conclusion. 

 

Not all the time intelligence alone without the other in sight seems right. And 

law is all about triumph of truth and righteousness over all evils.  

 

WHY DEATH PENALTY NOT BEING ABOLISHED HAS BEEN A 

BOON 

 

Indian judicial system provides the restorative and reformative form of justice 

according to the utilitarian rationale by Jeremy Bentham unlike the Retributive 

form of punishment proposed by Cesare Beccaria. 

 

The hedonist calculus theory proposed by Jeremy Bentham has somewhat laid 

down its roots in today’s scenario because it is only fair to give punishment with 

proportionality to severity of the crime committed by an offender. 

 

If only the pain of punishment would not be more than the pleasure of 

committing the crime, then the entire deterrence effect would fall apart with 

absolutely no fulfilment of maximizing good and minimizing the bad. 

 

Thus, following this form of punishing the offenders with our detailed judicial 

proceedings of justice though delayed not denied, makes outrageous and 

heinous crime offenders take an easy hand on the law and manipulate it enough 

to make themselves get away with it for long. Such offence later though lawfully 

tried, would bring justice into play some day or the other but will make people 

withdraw their faith from law. And when people stop believing in justice and 

law making itself, the entire chaos of law breaking comes into light. 

 

Thus, death penalty or capital punishment has not yet been abolished from the 

system to serve the rarest of the rare cases and make sure justice itself is not 

derailed. 
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That is how the death penalty still prevails with no harm but beneficial to the 

people of the society. Having specific criterion to sentence someone with the 

same after it totally falls under the ambit of “rarest of the rare case.” 

 

After declaring death penalty unconstitutional with respect to Article 21 of the 

Indian constitution, it still did not get abolished in order to serve cases where 

rationality will not fit to be a justifying answer. In such cases executions 

implemented have convincing clarifications attached along. Most of such cases 

were in the recent burning headlines of 2020. 

 

There lies number of cases that could be uttered to see the entire functioning 

of the whole capital punishment. Few such cases where death penalty was the 

only option left to restore peace in the society are jotted down in brief- 

 

1. Mukesh & Anr. v. NCT of Delhi & Ors. on 5 May 2017 1 

 

December 16th evening of the year 2012 couldn’t have been more dark for the 

entire human civilization by looking at the ground shaking event that took place 

on a bus with a 23 year old medical student in Delhi while she got up the bus 

from the Munirka bus stand along with her friend. There humanity took a step 

back seeing the gang of 6 sadists with crooked minds who assaulted that 23 year 

old woman on a severe magnitude and toyed with her body by rupturing her 

body organs, dragging and pulling her intestine out for their sexual appetite and 

vested unthinkable suffering upon the victim. This description which  though 

remote gives us goose bumps, was witnessed by that 23 year old girl that winter 

evening .There was absolute no logic or rationality to explain the action of such 

mentally sick sadists who lack all senses of pity and were completely inhuman 

to have been driven by their “lust” on a whole different ugly and destructive 

level. The 6 of those evolutionary reversed people after making the girl go 

through irreversible trauma and suffering along with her friend were thrown out 

of the bus with attempt to crush them under the bus from which they both 

																																																								
1. (2017) 6 SCC 1 
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escaped. Thinking that those 2 are alive no more those 6 perpetrators departed, 

but luckily those 2 were saved by a patrolling vehicle and taken to the hospital. 

Unfortunately  later the girl whose soul was scorned and dragged to suffer, died 

in a hospital in Singapore where she was taken in the hope of survival but the 

world of medical science too failed to repair the damages that were brought 

upon the 23 year old girl by the 6 of the inhuman creatures named Mukesh 

Singh, Vinay Sharma, Akshay Thakur, Pawan Gupta, Ram Singh and a juvenile 

named Mohammed Afroz who worked as a helper to Ram Singh. Those 6 

names when accused were taken by surprise to have been found out to be 

psychologically normal in medical terms. Those 6 did not possess any biological 

disorder that could defend their heinous actions. 

 

In this scenario, how is the judicial system supposed to bring justice into play 

through reformation? How can we supposedly reform complete normal people  

who out of their ugly thrust driven by “ID” in full consciousness did something 

this traumatizing that couldn’t be just forgiven, seeing the fate that the 23 old 

girl got which no human being deserves. 

 

In cases like these, where the civilization starts to questions itself about the 

existence of humanity, how are mere beings supposed to ensure that such 

people will ever be able to even reform on basis of only humanly forms for such 

inhumanly act?  And even if we try to check on that, what about restoring justice 

for the girl who died scorned?  A death that no one even deserves in their wildest 

dreams!  

 

When these accused were brought into the court of law, it was argued for a 

pretty long duration that which sentencing they should undergo to meet ends 

of justice. Mohammad Afroz got away on grounds of being a juvenile and Ram 

Singh hung himself in guilt of his actions in the jail of Tihar. Arguments and 

debates kept on revolving round the fact that should 4 people be sentenced to 

death on equivalency of death of 1 by the defence council, AP SINGH. He  

managed to stall the case for 7 years by approaching Intentional court of Justice 

(ICJ) and National Human Rights Commission (NHRC) against the death 
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penalty which seemed the only answer to actually meet the equivalency of the 

magnitude of scornful  death of the 23 years old girl who got known as Nirbhaya 

after this incident was out in the public domain. 

 

Justice here when was proceeded with our laid down coded form of law 

contemplating around statutes and rights took 7 years to bring justice into play 

for a girl who died a death beyond human imagination. People revolted for 

justice and marched down the streets to punish those 4 heinous wrong doers. 

If people and the entire society was enough awake to see the punishment those 

4 convicts deserved, then imagine how blinded our law became in front of its 

coded proceedings. Though delayed, justice was not denied and came a day 

where supreme court passed the judgment for the execution of the 4 convicts. 

No justifying argument could satisfy the reason of why those 4 should be spared 

mercy on life. Thus, in situations like this where no legitimacy of the coded form 

of law could bring justice into play, death penalty comes into play to make 

people restore their faith on justice.  Example of this case makes it clear that 

there exist situations where rights and constitutionality stand still in front of 

instincts. In rarest of rare cases like this, death penalty seems the only way out 

to restore justice and faith of people in law. Thus, in situations like this abolition 

of death penalty would have just been mere encouragement to such mentally 

backward evolved beings to take an easy hand on law as despite of such sin, 

they would have anyway been spared life. Thus, here death penalty was 

necessary in all justifying answers. This landmark judgement gives us a crystal 

view of death penalty’s existence to still serve relief and is not sheer 

unconstitutional.  

 

Thus, this is one such rarest of rare cases where existence of death penalty serves 

relief and proves beyond reasonable doubt that its abolition would have just led 

to chaos. 
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2. Surendra Koli v. State of U.P.1 

 

This case was gruesome and horrifying. From 2005 onwards, several children 

had gone missing over 2 years from sector 31, Nithari village, Guatam Budh 

Nagar, Noida. It was alleged that Surendra Koli who was the servant of 

Moninder Singh, a resident of the same place, at D-5, Sector 31, Noida, had 

abducted those children, raped them, mutilated them, cooked them and fed on 

their flesh. The findings were agreed upon. Admittedly, Surendra Koli even 

confessed in elaborative form about killing the girls after luring them inside the 

residence of Moninder Singh. All this was followed by him voluntarily leading 

the police to the specific spot where he hid the body parts. 15 skulls and bones 

were recovered from the same place along with the discovery of a disposed knife 

from the water tank of a bathroom of the very residence of Moninder Singh. 

He later gave a very graphic description about the murders he had committed 

that too very precisely. 

 

Discovery of all evidences, all the findings followed by the very confession of 

the accused was pretty much enough to establish the commitment of the offense 

beyond reasonable doubt. This kind of sin when kept in front of the society was 

taken in by a surprise. The residence of Moninder Singh had literally become a 

virtual slaughterhouse of innocent children and girls, where they were dropped 

in the hands of death in an overwhelmingly awful manner. The definite 

methodology in committing the crimes were horrifying and barbaric. The 

butchering of children and girls after being raped followed by cannibalism was 

not something worth mercy. Surender Koli after creating this blood bath 

couldn’t just be given the benefit of getting away with it due to some 

constitutional grounds that stood as a barrier in front of Death penalty ,that the 

entire society was crystal clear about to be the punishment that he deserved for 

such a heinous offence. 

 

																																																								
1 (2017) 6 SCC 1 
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Crimes like these where mercy does not anymore seem a way out and 

reformation would not help in the restoration of justice, the only option that is 

left to deal with such offenders be DEATH PENLTY. Thus, this case was 

stated to be clearly a case that felt in the ambit of rarest of rare cases. Human 

rights commission could not save those children or even counter such crimes 

when at peak. That is why the judicial system finds the existence of death penalty 

necessary to impart justice in certain cases where the element of humanity could 

be no longer found in the offender. For such inhumanly crimes, mercy cannot 

possibly be shown on basic grounds of human rights. Such rarest of rare cases 

needs to be treated in a way in which people do not lose faith on justice. 

Execution stays to be one such ground to meet both ends of justice and its 

abolition would probably end up giving such mentally derailed offenders a field 

trip.  
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CONCLUSION 

 

Our judicial system tries at its best to restore justice and makes sure that the evil 

is minimized and the good in the society is maximized. As per my perspective, 

going through ample number of cases apart from the 2 mentioned above, it is 

only fair to create a deterrence effect to prevent such crimes at the first place. 

With death penalty abolished, it only would add up as a frost for such sadists to 

take lives and commit crimes in an inhuman manner. Such outrageous crimes 

are not worth mercy. In such scenarios, sparing the offender’s life will not serve 

the purpose of justice. Thus, the very conclusion be it is only a relief to have 

execution as an option in rarest of rare cases when proven beyond reasonable 

doubt. And this along with serving justice will have an indirect impact on society 

with people’s continuance of faith in justice. So, it is only fair to say that the 

existence of concepts of constitutionality and basic grounds of humanity should 

not act as a tombstone for justice. 


